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Dammermann Lab 

Technician Position available  
About the lab 

Research in the Dammermannn lab is aimed at understanding the molecular mechanisms underlying 
the assembly and function of centrioles and centriole-based structures in cellular organization, 
including in assembly of the mitotic spindle that directs chromosome segregation during cell division. 
The lab specializes in the application of advanced microscopy techniques, using the nematode C. 
elegans and the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster as experimental models.  

About the position 

We are looking for a highly motivated research technician/lab manager to join our cell biology group 
for a period of at least 1 year. Duties will include supporting work in the lab by preparing reagents 
and media, as well as general lab organization and ordering. The successful applicant will also have 
the opportunity to independently pursue projects involving molecular biology, microscopy and 
biochemistry. We offer a competitive salary, a modern scientific environment and the oppportunity to 
acquire valuable research experience. 

Candidates 

Successful candidates should 
¾ Hold a Bachelor’s or Master’s degree in molecular biology, biochemistry or a related field 
¾ Have practical experience in molecular biology and/or protein chemistry techniques  

High levels of organization and good record keeping are a must; training will be provided as needed. 

Application 

¾ CV, Cover letter and Name and contact details of at least one referee 
¾ Should be sent to alex.dammermann@univie.ac.at  
¾ By 1 August 2021 
¾ Starting date any time from August 2021 

Contact 

For more details please contact Alex Dammermann at above address. See also the lab website at 
http://www.maxperutzlabs.ac.at/dammermann 

About the Max Perutz Labs 

The Max Perutz Labs are a basic research institute established by the University of Vienna and 
Medical University of Vienna to provide an environment for excellent, internationally recognized 
research and education in the field of Molecular Biology. Dedicated to a mechanistic understanding 
of fundamental biomedical processes, scientists at the Perutz Labs aim to link breakthroughs in basic 
research to advances in human health. The Perutz Labs are located at the Vienna BioCenter, one of 
Europe’s hotspots for Life Sciences, and host around 50 research groups, involving more than 450 
scientists and staff from 40 nations. 


